1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Now, the triel bond (TrB) is defined as an attractive interaction between the group 13 atom (triel) and a Lewis base.^[@ref1]^ Before this concept was suggested, the corresponding bonded complex was called a Lewis acid--base complex^[@ref2]^ or a partially covalent complex^[@ref3]^ because its binding distance is much shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radius of the respective atoms. Ammonia borane has received an inordinate amount of attention because of its potential vehicular hydrogen delivery material.^[@ref4]^ Early studies mainly focused their attention on the complexes of BF~3~ with some nitrogen-containing compounds such as NH~3~ and HCN.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ The application of TrB in chemical reactions was first proposed in the reaction of borine carbonyl with trimethylamine, where TrB occurs in the transition state.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ Moreover, the pentacoordinate boron compound in the S~N~2 reaction was then isolated experimentally.^[@ref9]^ Very recently, a new mechanism of B--F σ-bond activation was proposed through a S~N~2 reaction by a transition metal complex.^[@ref10]^ Therefore, TrB gains more attention experimentally and theoretically.

In the past, the triel-bonded complex was attributed to the charge transfer (CT) interaction from the Lewis base to the acid.^[@ref3]^ Then, Murray and co-authors suggested a π-hole (a region of positive electrostatic potential i.e., perpendicular to a portion of a molecular framework) to explain the TrB formation.^[@ref11]^ The π-hole on the triel atom is larger for the heavier triel atom. On the other hand, a σ-hole, an area of positive electrostatic potential along a covalent bond, was found on the triel atom in borabenzene.^[@ref12]^ Such σ-hole was also reported in Tr~2~H~6~.^[@ref13]^ The interaction energy of σ-hole TrB in Al~2~H~6~--NH~3~ (−24.88 kcal/mol) is smaller than that of π-hole TrB in AlH~3~--NH~3~ (−32.77 kcal/mol).^[@ref13]^ This shows that both the π-hole and σ-hole on the triel atom can interconvert into each other. The presence of the π-hole/σ-hole suggests the dominant contribution in TrBs. Besides, TrB has relatively large polarization energy, accompanied with prominent distortion of the triel donor molecule.^[@ref14]^

Like hydrogen bond, TrB displays cooperativity with itself and other types of interactions.^[@ref15]−[@ref17]^ In BF~3~···NCZH~2~···NH~3~ (Z = P, As, and Sb), in which a TrB and pnicogen bond coexist, the stronger TrB has smaller shortening in the binding distance.^[@ref15]^ However, in BF~3~···NCH···NCH^[@ref16]^ and BF~3~···NCX···NCH (X = halogen),^[@ref17]^ where a TrB coexists with a hydrogen bond and a halogen bond, respectively, the stronger TrB suffers larger shortening in the binding distance. Therefore, the strength of TrB can be regulated by this cooperativity.

It was demonstrated that different types of Lewis bases can donate electrons to the triel center.^[@ref18]−[@ref25]^ TrB is so strong that a reaction happens when metal hydrides act as the Lewis bases to bind with the triel donor molecules.^[@ref22]^ A weak electron donor T--H in TH(CH~3~)~3~ (T = Si, Ge, and Sn) even engages in a stronger TrB bond with BH~3~ (\>−28 kcal/mol), resulting in hydrogen transfer from the T atom to the B atom.^[@ref22]^ The π TrB with C~2~H~2~, C~2~H~4~, and C~6~H~6~ as the Lewis bases is stronger in the AlR~3~ (R = H, F, Cl, and Br) complex than in the BR~3~ analogue.^[@ref19]−[@ref21]^ This is opposite to the TrBs with other types of Lewis bases, where BR~3~ forms a stronger TrB because of the larger deformation.

Substituents can affect the strength, properties, and nature of noncovalent interactions (NCIs).^[@ref26]−[@ref29]^ For the triel--hydride triel bond between TrR~3~ (Tr = B and Al; R = H and CH~3~) and THMe~3~ (T = Si, Ge, and Sn), the methyl group in the triel donor molecule is electron-donating, decreasing the π-hole electrostatic potential on the triel atom, thus weakening the TrB, particularly for the B atom.^[@ref22]^ In contrast, the methyl substituent in the Lewis base has an enhancing effect on the TrB.^[@ref28]^ The electron-withdrawing F atom in the triel donor molecule strengthens the TrB, while an opposite effect is found for the electron-withdrawing F-substitution in the Lewis base.^[@ref25]^ The halogen substitution has an interesting effect on the strength of TrB. For example, BF~3~ has the smaller π-hole than BH~3~, but the former forms a stronger TrB with NH~3~ than the latter.^[@ref29]^

Hybridization is another factor that can impose an influence on the strength of NCIs.^[@ref30]−[@ref35]^ The C hybridization of the C--H bond increases its proton acidity in the sp^3^ \< sp^2^ \< sp sequence, resulting in a stronger C--H···O hydrogen bond.^[@ref30]^ For the TrB, this result is true if the triel atom is adjoined with different hybridized carbon atoms.^[@ref31]^ It is also interesting to investigate the effect of electron donor atom hybridization. NH~3~ engages in a stronger tetrel bond with *m*/*p*-SiF~3~-pyridine than NHCH~2~,^[@ref33]^ while a reverse result is found for the tetrel bond with SiH~3~F as the Lewis acid.^[@ref34]^ Particularly, the sp^2^-hybridized N atom of imidazole forms a very strong tetrel bond with GeF~3~OH (\>−40 kcal/mol).^[@ref35]^ No study is performed for TrBs to compare the effect of hybridization of N and O electron donors.

In this paper, we thus study the triel-bonded complexes between TrR~3~ (Tr = B and Al; R = H, F, Cl, and Br) and several N-bases and O-bases. These N-bases and O-bases contain NH~3~, CH~2~NH, HCN, CH~3~OH, H~2~CO, and CO. For CO, we consider the electron donor with not only the O-end but also the C-end. We focus on the influence of N- and O-hybridization on the strength, properties, and nature of the triel bond. The triel bond is characterized with geometries, interaction energies, natural bond orbital (NBO), atoms in molecules (AIMs), and energy decomposition.

2. Calculation Methods {#sec2}
======================

All calculations were performed by means of Gaussian09 software.^[@ref36]^ The geometries of complexes and monomers were optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Their nature of minima on the potential energy surfaces was confirmed with no imaginary frequencies in the frequency calculations at the same level. The geometries of monomers frozen in the complex were taken as a reference in calculating the interaction energy, while those of the optimized monomers were taken for the binding energy. Both terms were corrected for the basis set superposition error using the Boys and Bernardi counterpoise method.^[@ref37]^ The interaction energy of the TrBr~3~ system was recalculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level, which includes relativistic effects, and only very minimal relativistic effects are found ([Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)). By means of the LMOEDA method^[@ref38]^ in the GAMESS program,^[@ref39]^ the interaction energy was decomposed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, and five terms with physical significance were obtained: electrostatic energy (*E*^ele^), exchange energy (*E*^ex^), repulsive energy (*E*^rep^), polarization energy (*E*^pol^), and dispersion energy (*E*^disp^).

The wavefunction was calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, and then, it was used to obtain the molecular electrostatic potentials (MEPs) of monomers on the 0.001 au isodensity surface using the WFA-SAS program^[@ref40]^ and topological parameters including electron density (ρ), Laplacian (∇^2^ρ), and energy density (*H*) at the bond critical point (BCP) using AIM2000 software^[@ref41]^ and to plot the NCI map using the Multiwfn program.^[@ref42]^ The NBO analysis was performed at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ level via the NBO3.0 program^[@ref43]^ in the Gaussian09 package to obtain CT.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. MEPs {#sec3.1}
---------

[Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf) shows the MEP diagram of TrR~3~. Their data have been reported and discussed in the previous studies; thus, they are not analyzed here, and only its MEP scheme is shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} is the MEP maps of N-bases and O-bases, in which a blue area is found around the O and N atoms. The negative MEPs (*V*~s,min~) on both O and N atoms are related to their hybridization. For the N atom, both NH~3~ and CH~2~NH have almost equivalent *V*~s,min~, which is more negative than that of HCN. A π--π conjugation interaction is present in CH~2~NH, resulting in a charge flux (0.3*e*) from the =CH~2~ group to the =NH group because of their electronegativity difference. This flux causes an increase in the negative MEP on the N atom of CH~2~NH, although its electronegativity is greater than that of NH~3~. The negative MEP of the sp^3^-hybridized CH~3~OH is slightly smaller than that of the sp^2^-hybridized H~2~CO and both are much larger than that of CO. The former is inconsistent with the oxygen electronegativity. For CH~3~OH, there are three orbital interactions of Lp~O~ → σC~--~H\*, which reduce the oxygen charge density and thus its negative MEP. The CO carbon atom also has negative MEP, which is much larger than that of the O atom. The *V*~s,min~ value on the N-base is always greater than that of the O-base, which indicates that the N-base is a better electron donor than the O-base. Based on the abovementioned MEP analyses, it is predicted that both nitrogen and oxygen atoms could interact with the Tr atom to form a triel bond.

![MEP scheme of TrR~3~ (Tr = B, Al; R = H, F, Cl, Br).](ao0c03394_0002){#fig1}

![MEP maps of electron donors. Color ranges, in kcal/mol, are red, greater than 12; yellow, between 12 and 0; green, between 0 and −12; and blue, smaller than −12.](ao0c03394_0003){#fig2}

3.2. Influence of N Hybridization {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------

[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is a diagram of several typical complexes. In the sp system, the Tr atom is collinear with the HCN molecule, displaying *C*~3*v*~ symmetry. In the sp^2^ system, the base molecular plane is coplanar with one of Tr--R bonds, displaying *C*~*s*~ symmetry. Such arrangement results in a C--H···R contact besides a TrB bond, having a secondary contribution to the conformation and stability of the complex. This C--H···R contact is a dihydrogen bond if R = H, where the negatively charged H atom of TrH~3~ has an attractive force with the positively charged H atom of the −CH~2~ group. In NH~3~···TrR~3~, the three N--H bonds of NH~3~ have a staggered configuration with the three Tr--R bonds of TrR~3~ to reduce Coulombic repulsion among them. TrR~3~ in the TrB complex undergoes distortion from the planar structure to an umbrella one, which is consistent with the conclusion in the previous study.^[@ref14]^

![Optimized structures of the triel-bonded complexes.](ao0c03394_0004){#fig3}

[Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} lists the Tr···N distance *R*~1~ in all complexes and the shortest distance *R*~2~ between H and R atoms in TrR~3~··N~sp~^2^. *R*~1~ is in a range of 1.58--2.36 Å, which is much shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the corresponding atoms. This proves that there is a strong interaction between the two molecules, namely, the triel bond. Interestingly, *R*~1~ becomes longer as the halogen electronegativity of TrR~3~ increases, inconsistent with the positive MEP on the triel atom. No consistent variation is found for *R*~1~ between TrH~3~ and TrR~3~ (R = halogen) complexes. On the other hand, *R*~1~ has a better relation with the N hybridization. It becomes shorter in the order sp \> sp^3^ \> sp^2^ excluding the BH~3~ and BBr~3~ systems. There are some correlations between the mean angle of R--Tr···N and the Tr···N distance ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)), which bears the correlation coefficient *R*^2^ = 0.81.

###### Binding Distances (*R*, Å) in the Complexes

  complexes                                               *R*~1~   *R*~2~   complexes                                               *R*~1~   *R*~2~
  ------------------------------------------------------- -------- -------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------- --------
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···Ns~p~\</keep-together\>        1.582             \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        2.560     
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       1.588             \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       3.083     
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       1.629             \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       3.065     
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        2.361             \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        2.786     
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       2.098             \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       2.461     
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      2.022             \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      2.437     
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      2.024             \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      2.332     
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       2.028             \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       2.184     
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     1.591    2.390    \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     1.665    2.181
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    1.580    2.619    \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    1.634    2.515
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    1.595    2.547    \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    1.667    2.447
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     1.660    2.334    \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     1.809    2.257
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    2.047    2.478    \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    2.044    2.329
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   1.986    2.788    \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   1.966    2.712
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   1.988    2.720    \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   1.964    2.642
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    1.990    2.410    \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    1.960    2.316
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     1.652             \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     1.661     
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    1.603             \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    1.591     
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    1.614             \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    1.608     
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     1.670             \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     1.686     
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    2.071             \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    2.002     
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   1.999             \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   1.920     
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   2.000             \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   1.919     
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    2.004             \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    1.919     

The secondary interaction distance *R*~2~ is close to the sum of the van der Waals radii of both H and R. In addition, a green area is present between the H and R atoms in TrR~3~··N~sp^2^~ ([Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)). Both results confirm the presence of a weak hydrogen bond. The B system has a shorter *R*~2~ than does the Al analogue, which is opposite to the negative MEP on the R atom in both BR~3~ and AlR~3~ ([Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)). As expected, *R*~2~ becomes longer for the heavier halogen atom.

In the section present above, we have mentioned the distortion of the triel donor molecule, which can be estimated with deformation energy (DE) in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. In general, larger DE means bigger distortion. DE is observed for all systems, up to 25.64 kcal/mol in BCl~3~···N~sp^2^~, amounting to 48% of interaction energy. Overall, TrR~3~ (R = halogen) suffers bigger distortion than TrH~3~. Of course, there is one exception in BF~3~···N~sp~ with the smallest DE. BR~3~ is more easily distorted than the Al counterpart when it is bound with a stronger base, which can be used to explain some abnormal results in the interaction energy. By comparing the binding distance and the interaction energy, it can be seen that the larger interaction energy corresponds to the shorter distance in all complexes.

###### Interaction Energy (*E*~int~), Binding Energy (*E*~b~), and DE in the Complexes, All in kcal/mol

  complexes                                               *E*~int~   *E*~b~    DE      complexes                                               *E*~int~   *E*~b~    DE
  ------------------------------------------------------- ---------- --------- ------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---------- --------- -------
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        --30.61    --18.63   11.98   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···\</keep-together\>O~sp~        --1.30     --1.26    0.04
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --25.04    --5.73    19.31   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --1.11     --1.11    0.00
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --23.59    --3.83    19.76   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --1.15     --1.15    0.00
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        --6.75     --5.18    1.57    \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        --1.08     --1.07    0.01
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --20.59    --17.67   2.92    \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --2.82     --2.60    0.22
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      --28.22    --22.86   5.36    \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      --3.02     --2.30    0.72
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      --29.51    --23.87   5.64    \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      --4.10     --3.08    1.02
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --30.97    --25.54   5.43    \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --6.42     --5.21    1.21
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --48.39    --33.82   14.57   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --25.13    --15.74   9.39
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --53.80    --29.85   23.95   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --25.89    --7.19    18.70
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --53.24    --27.60   25.64   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --25.35    --6.91    18.44
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --45.71    --20.86   24.85   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --19.56    --7.67    11.89
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --33.90    --29.42   4.48    \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --22.49    --19.30   3.19
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --46.05    --38.55   7.50    \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --31.13    --24.92   6.21
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --47.30    --39.36   7.94    \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --32.54    --26.14   6.40
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --47.78    --39.95   7.83    \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --34.22    --28.11   6.11
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --44.08    --30.81   13.27   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --29.55    --19.22   10.33
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --50.05    --28.47   21.58   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --35.56    --14.45   21.11
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --50.39    --26.76   23.63   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --35.62    --13.86   21.76
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --44.86    --21.12   23.74   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --30.15    --12.32   17.83
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --32.83    --28.77   4.06    \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --26.87    --23.09   3.78
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --44.30    --37.93   6.37    \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --37.99    --31.24   6.75
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --45.70    --38.85   6.85    \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --39.35    --32.24   7.11
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --46.80    --39.93   6.87    \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --40.06    --33.31   6.75

The interaction energy is more negative than the binding energy. Both terms have a good linear correlation in the Al system, but no such good relation is found for the B complex ([Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)). It is believed that the interaction energy can be used to accurately measure the strength and stability of the triel-bonded complex because it contains the distortion of the monomer.

We plot the interaction energy in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} to describe the relationship between the interaction energy and the substituent R. For BR~3~···N~sp~, the interaction energy is reduced with the increase in the R electronegativity. BF~3~···N~sp~ has the smallest interaction energy, although BF~3~ shows the biggest π-hole. This anomaly can be explained with the backbonding effect, in which the p electron shifts from the halogen atom into the outer p orbital of the boron atom.^[@ref44]^ Such backbonding effect is largest for BF~3~ because the 2p orbitals of fluorine and boron have close energies and similar sizes. This effect makes the B--F bond stronger and difficult to be distorted for the BF~3~ molecule; thus, BF~3~···N~sp~ has the smallest interaction energy. The interaction energies of both BR~3~···N~sp^2^~ and BR~3~···N~sp^3^~ have similar dependence on the substituent R. Namely, the interaction energy increases from R = H to R = Br and then decreases from R = Br to R = F. Moreover, the interaction energy is almost equal for R = Br and Cl. For the AlR~3~ complexes with any N electron donor, the interaction energy grows up with the increase in R electronegativity. For the same N-base, the B complex has larger interaction energy than the Al counterpart in most cases, which is opposite to the positive MEP on the triel atom, partly because of the larger DE in the B complex. For the different hybridized-N atoms, N~sp^2^~ forms the strongest triel bond. Both N~sp^2^~ and N~sp^3^~ have almost equal *V*~min~, but their interaction energies can be distinguished. The larger interaction energy in the N~sp^2^~ complex is partly ascribed to the presence of the H···R secondary interaction.

![Plotting of interaction energy in the complexes.](ao0c03394_0005){#fig4}

The formation of the triel bond can be further confirmed by the Tr···N BCP. The electron density at the Tr···N BCP decreases for the greater electronegativity halogen ([Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}), which is opposite to the interaction energy in some systems such as AlR~3~···N~sp~ (R = halogen) where the interaction energy is more negative. Thus, the electron density at the Tr···N BCP does not reliably reflect the triel-bonding strength. However, the electron density in the N~sp^2^~ system is slightly higher than that of the N~sp^3^~ system, and both are much higher than that in the N~sp~ system, which is consistent with the interaction energy. In most complexes, larger electron density is accompanied with larger Laplacian and more negative energy density. When the N hybridization varies from sp to sp^2^/sp^3^, the positive energy density would be changed to be negative in the Al complex, while the negative energy density should be more negative in the B complex. Such variation in energy density indicates that the triel bond varies from a purely close-shell interaction to a partially covalent interaction and its covalent property grows up. The electron density at the H···R BCP is much smaller than that at the Tr···N BCP, and it becomes smaller from TrBr~3~ to TrCl~3~ ([Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)).

###### Electron Density (ρ), Its Laplacian (∇^2^ρ), and Energy Density (*H*) at the Intermolecular BCP, All in au

  complexes                                               ρ       ∇^2^ρ   *H*       complexes                                               ρ       ∇^2^ρ   *H*
  ------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- --------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- ---------
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.105   0.661   --0.056   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.010   0.046   0.002
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.117   0.467   --0.080   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.006   0.021   0.001
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.106   0.401   --0.070   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.005   0.020   0.001
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.023   0.060   --0.001   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.007   0.032   0.002
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.038   0.245   0.004     \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.013   0.056   0.001
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.049   0.311   0.002     \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.015   0.058   0.001
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.048   0.310   0.002     \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.004   0.016   0.001
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.046   0.308   0.004     \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.022   0.161   0.007
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.118   0.538   --0.080   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.080   0.517   --0.036
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.139   0.314   --0.118   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.100   0.361   --0.067
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.134   0.290   --0.112   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.093   0.296   --0.062
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.112   0.255   --0.088   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.067   0.135   --0.042
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.050   0.295   --0.000   \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.041   0.274   0.005
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.061   0.354   --0.004   \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.051   0.359   0.005
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.061   0.347   --0.004   \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.051   0.356   0.005
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.059   0.353   --0.002   \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.051   0.363   0.005
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.104   0.443   --0.069   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.082   0.516   --0.040
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.135   0.265   --0.115   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.113   0.425   --0.078
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.131   0.256   --0.111   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.108   0.387   --0.075
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.112   0.235   --0.089   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.089   0.289   --0.057
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.048   0.274   --0.000   \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.045   0.320   0.006
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.060   0.339   --0.005   \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.058   0.426   0.004
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.060   0.339   --0.005   \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.058   0.426   0.004
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.058   0.338   --0.003   \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.057   0.421   0.005

Big CT (up to 0.37*e*) occurs from the N-base to the triel donor in the formation of the triel bond ([Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). The B···N triel bond has bigger CT than the Al···N analogue in most complexes excluding TrF~3~···O~sp~. The variation in N-hybridization from sp to sp^2^/sp^3^ results in an increase in CT. Even so, no good correlation is present between the interaction energy and CT.

###### CT (*e*) from the Electron Donor to the Acceptor and WBI of the Tr···N/O Interaction in the Complexes

  complexes                                               CT      WBI     complexes                                               CT      WBI
  ------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------- -------
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.310   0.672   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.015   0.031
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.305   0.586   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.005   0.011
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.309   0.558   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.004   0.008
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.027   0.055   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        0.001   0.003
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.122   0.256   \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.036   0.069
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.131   0.259   \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.042   0.079
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.132   0.256   \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      0.046   0.089
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.099   0.196   \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       0.039   0.079
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.349   0.653   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.241   0.446
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.336   0.601   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.250   0.442
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.362   0.608   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.253   0.431
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.318   0.516   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     0.169   0.287
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.146   0.274   \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.108   0.198
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.149   0.272   \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.117   0.215
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.155   0.279   \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   0.121   0.220
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.128   0.238   \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    0.101   0.189
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.348   0.607   \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.245   0.435
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.358   0.594   \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.262   0.445
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.374   0.604   \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.271   0.454
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.317   0.518   \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     0.219   0.372
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.145   0.266   \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.111   0.197
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.153   0.269   \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.121   0.209
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.158   0.280   \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   0.124   0.218
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.134   0.246   \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    0.104   0.195

For all complexes, both electrostatic and polarization are much larger than dispersion ([Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}). For the Al complex, the ratio of polarization to electrostatic increases from sp^3^ to sp^2^ to sp. This sequence shows that the hybridized N atom with greater electronegativity has a larger effect on the polarization. Such change is also observed in the B complex except BF~3~···N~sp~. This ratio in the B complex is larger than that in the Al analogue, confirming the fact that B is easily polarized. This ratio is larger than 1 in BR~3~···N~sp~ (R = H, Br, and Cl) but smaller than 1 in other complexes. This ratio decreases for the greater electronegativity halogen atom. Both electrostatic and polarization are comparable in the B complex except BF~3~···N~sp~. For the Al complexes, polarization amounts to about half of electrostatic for the N~sp^2^~ and N~sp^3^~ bases.

###### Electrostatic (*E*~ele~), Polarization (*E*~pol~), and Dispersion Energies (*E*~disp~) in the Complexes, All in kcal/mol

  complexes                                               *E*^ele^   *E*^pol^   *E*^disp^   complexes                                               *E*^ele^   *E*^pol^   *E*^disp^
  ------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- -----------
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        --59.85    --67.88    --13.99     \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        --2.40     --1.08     --1.58
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --88.22    --98.31    --10.06     \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --1.51     --0.37     --1.95
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --76.27    --82.18    --9.33      \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --1.37     --0.32     --1.57
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>        --13.38    --5.28     --2.13      \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>        --2.06     --0.57     --0.31
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --33.76    --20.66    --4.33      \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --6.76     --4.39     --0.72
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      --47.28    --33.17    --4.52      \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      --9.79     --6.92     --1.23
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>      --45.07    --30.88    --3.98      \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>      --11.08    --8.77     --0.58
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp~\</keep-together\>       --40.11    --25.06    --0.30      \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp~\</keep-together\>       --11.62    --11.01    2.58
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --86.83    --76.59    --1.96      \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --52.91    --45.71    --8.58
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --127.06   --119.09   --8.23      \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --82.15    --78.72    --5.26
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --117.94   --108.11   --7.27      \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --72.59    --67.25    --4.96
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --91.40    --72.14    0.40        \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>     --45.86    --33.24    0.26
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --59.37    --28.34    --3.10      \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --41.17    --21.55    --1.13
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --78.54    --43.46    --3.15      \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --55.53    --35.29    --0.29
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --75.55    --40.53    --2.40      \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>   --53.30    --33.07    0.34
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --69.50    --33.3     2.07        \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^2^~\</keep-together\>    --49.53    --27.74    4.30
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --81.34    --67.37    --9.50      \<keep-together\>BH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --59.11    --46.79    --9.65
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --127.48   --113.61   --5.64      \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --99.37    --88.16    --7.75
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --119.84   --104.44   --5.14      \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --91.03    --79.15    --6.92
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --95.20    --71.06    0.88        \<keep-together\>BF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>     --65.85    --48.88    --0.30
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --60.45    --26.22    --2.54      \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --47.74    --22.59    --2.80
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --81.39    --40.03    --2.39      \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --67.00    --36.82    --3.19
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --78.74    --37.43    --1.97      \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>   --64.06    --34.47    --2.36
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···N~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --72.79    --30.53    1.45        \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···O~sp^3^~\</keep-together\>    --57.67    --28.15    1.90

3.3. Influence of O Hybridization {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------

For the sp and sp^2^ systems, the conformation of the complex is similar for both the N- and O-bases. A C--H···R H-bond is also present in H~2~CO···TrR~3~. The H···R secondary interaction is stronger for the O-base than for the N-base because the H atom of H~2~CO has a more positive MEP than the −CH~2~ proton of CH~2~NH ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The structure of CH~3~OH···TrR~3~ would have a slight disparity for the different Tr and R.

Although the oxygen atomic radius is smaller than that of nitrogen, the Tr···O distance is longer than the Tr···N analogue for the weak electron donor. If the electron donor becomes stronger, this case may be inverted. With the increase in halogen electronegativity, *R*~1~ decreases in TrR~3~···O~sp~, AlR~3~···O~sp^2^~, and AlR~3~···O~sp^3^~ but increases in BR~3~···O~sp^2^~ and BR~3~···O~sp^3^~ with an abnormal variation. For the O-base, *R*~1~ decreases in the sp \> sp^2^ \> sp^3^ sequence, which is different from that with the N-base. The linear correlation between the mean angle of R--Tr···O and the Tr···O distance ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf)) is worse than that in the complexes with the N-base (*R*^2^ = 0.74).

For the O-base, DE is smaller than that with the N-base and it is almost zero for the BR~3~···O~sp~ system. The binding distance is the longest in BBr~3~···O~sp~, but its interaction energy is not the smallest. This shows that the binding distance does not sometimes reliably reflect the interaction strength. TrR~3~···O~sp~ (∼1 kcal/mol) has a far smaller interaction energy than other systems (up to 40 kcal/mol), indicating that the CO oxygen is a much weaker electron donator.

For BR~3~···O~sp~, the interaction energy is almost not changed with the increase in R electronegativity. The interaction energies of both BR~3~···O~sp^2^~ and BR~3~···O~sp^3^~ have a similar change with those of BR~3~···N~sp^2^~ and BR~3~···N~sp^3^~. Similarly, for the AlR~3~ complex with the oxygen electron donor, the interaction energy is changed with a similar pattern to the analogue with the nitrogen electron donor. For the same O-base, the Al complex has the larger interaction energy than the B analogue in most complexes, which is reverse to the N-base. For the different hybridized-O atom, the interaction energy becomes more negative in a pattern of sp^3^ \> sp^2^ \> sp, in which the former two are reverse to the negative MEP on the oxygen atom. Overall, the nitrogen electron donor engages in a stronger triel bond than the oxygen analogue, consistent with the negative MEPs on both atoms.

For CO, not only the O-terminal but also the C-terminal acts as an electron donor in triel bonding. Their structures are similar; thus, the structure of the complex using the C-terminal as the electron donor is not shown. If the C-terminal is used as the electron donor, the interaction energy is larger ([Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}), consistent with the negative MEP of CO. This indicates that the C terminal is a better electron donor in the triel bond. For Tr = B, the dependence of interaction energy on the substituent R is different for the O-terminal and C-terminal. It is almost not changed for the O-terminal, while for the C-terminal, it increases for the lighter halogen substituent and is the largest for R = H. The interaction energy of BH~3~···CO is −37 kcal/mol, which is even larger than that with the O~sp^2^~ and O~sp^3^~ electron donors. For Tr = Al, the dependence of interaction energy on the substituent R is same for the O-terminal and C-terminal.

###### Interaction Energy (*E*~int~, kcal/mol) in TrR~3~···CO

  complexes                                         *E*~int~
  ------------------------------------------------- ----------
  \<keep-together\>BH~3~···CO\</keep-together\>     --37.04
  \<keep-together\>BBr~3~···CO\</keep-together\>    --1.56
  \<keep-together\>BCl~3~···CO\</keep-together\>    --1.70
  \<keep-together\>BF~3~···CO\</keep-together\>     --2.59
  \<keep-together\>AlH~3~···CO\</keep-together\>    --12.29
  \<keep-together\>AlBr~3~···CO\</keep-together\>   --15.26
  \<keep-together\>AlCl~3~···CO\</keep-together\>   --16.14
  \<keep-together\>AlF~3~···CO\</keep-together\>    --17.50

The electron density at the Tr···O BCP is larger in the TrR~3~ (R = halogen) complex than that in the TrH~3~ analogue excluding BR~3~···HCN. The electron density at the Tr···O BCP also decreases for the greater electronegativity halogen in BR~3~···O~sp^2^~ and BR~3~···O~sp^3^~, like that for the N electron donor. Such change is not present in other systems. For B or Al, the electron density has an obvious dependence on the O-hybridization, being larger in the sequence sp \< sp^2^ \< sp^3^, consistent with the interaction energy. In most cases, the Laplacian has a consistent change with the electron density. The energy density is negative in only BR~3~···N~sp^2^~ and BR~3~···N~sp^3^~ but positive in other complexes. The electron density at the H···R BCP for the oxygen electron donor is larger than that for the nitrogen electron donor, confirming the stronger H···R interaction in the former.

When the O-hybridization is sp^2^ and sp^3^, the corresponding CT shows a similar change with the N-hybridization. No similar change is found for the sp-hybridized O and N atoms. The B complex has bigger CT than does the Al analogue for the O~sp^2^~ and O~sp^3^~ electron donors, while an opposite result is found for the O~sp~ electron donor. The former is reverse to the interaction energy, which indicates that deformation has an important contribution to CT. The CT in the triel bond with the oxygen electron donor is much smaller than that with the nitrogen electron donor, particularly in BR~3~···N~sp~.

In most complexes, dispersion still has the smallest contribution. Only in several BR~3~···N~sp~ systems, dispersion is comparable with electrostatic and even larger than electrostatic. Each attractive term is smaller for the oxygen electron donor than that for the nitrogen analogue, but the ratio of polarization to electrostatic is larger for the Al complex with the oxygen electron donor. The O-hybridization effect on this ratio is similar to the effect of N-hybridization.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

For hydrogen bonds, the interaction energy is usually related to CT. The triel bond has much bigger CT (\>0.1*e*) than the hydrogen bond, but no good correlation is found between them particularly for the B triel donor. This inconsistency is often caused by prominent distortion of the triel molecule. The electron density can be taken as an indicator for the strength of the hydrogen bond.^[@ref45]^ However, this indicator is sometimes not true for triel bonds. For example, BH~3~···HCN has larger interaction energy but smaller electron density than BBr~3~···HCN. Escudero-Adán and co-authors pointed out that boron triel bonding lacks electron-density descriptors in the triel-bonded complexes of phenylpyridine-4-boronic acid.^[@ref46]^ The distortion also causes some incompetence of the triel π-hole positive MEP in predicting the strength of the triel bond, unlike hydrogen bonds. The binding distance does not always estimate the triel-bonding strength like the hydrogen bond. There are many indicators in weighing the hydrogen-bonding strength, but only the interaction energy is a reliable measurement for evaluating the strength of the triel bond.

Both N and O hybridizations have similar and different effects on the strength, properties, and nature of the triel bond. The sp-hybridized N and O atoms engage in a weaker triel bond than the sp^2^- and sp^3^-hybridized atoms. Although the H···R secondary interaction is stronger in TrR~3~···O~sp^2^~ than that in TrR~3~···N~sp^2^~, the former complex has the smaller interaction energy than the O~sp^3^~ analogue, while an reverse result is obtained for the latter complex. Both sp^2^-/sp^3^-hybridized N and O atoms form a B···N/O triel bond with a partially covalent interaction, but for the corresponding Al···O triel bond, it is still dominated by electrostatic.

Xu and Li^[@ref31]^ studied the hybridization effect in the triel donor on the strength of the triel bond in RTrH~2~···NH~3~ (Tr = B and Al). It is found that the triel bond becomes stronger in the sp^2^ \< sp^3^ \< sp sequence for the B complex but sp^2^ ≈ sp^3^ \< sp for the Al complex. RH forms a stronger hydrogen bond when the R hybridization varies from sp^3^ to sp^2^ to sp,^[@ref30]^ regardless of the electron donor. The triel atom adjoined with a sp-hybridized group participates in the strongest triel bond, while the sp-hybridized electron donor atom forms the weakest triel bond. Both results reflect the fact that the sp-hybridized atom has the greatest electronegativity. The relative effect between the sp^2^- and sp^3^-hybridization is complicated, depending on the nature of the triel donor and electron donor.

Both HCN and NH~3~ are often taken as the electron donors in triel bonds. However, the sp^2^-hybridized N atom is relatively sporadic in triel bonds. The interaction energy of the complex between BR~3~ and pyrazine is 43--50 kcal/mol at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level,^[@ref14]^ which is a little smaller than that with CH~2~NH. For both pyrazine and CH~2~NH, the interaction energy becomes more negative when R is a heavier halogen atom. However, the relative interaction energy between BH~3~ and BF~3~ is reverse for both electron donors. There are lots of Tr···N contacts involving pyridine by researching in the Cambridge Structural Database,^[@ref29]^ but no theoretical study is performed for the triel bonds with pyridine.

The oxygen electron donor is seldom used in triel bonds. When BR~3~ binds with H~2~O, the interaction energy is between −20.53 and −24.43 kcal/mol.^[@ref28]^ If one H atom of H~2~O is replaced with a methyl group, the interaction energy increases by 33--47%. If two H atoms of H~2~O are substituted by two methyl groups, the increased percentage of interaction energy is 51--74%. The interaction energy of the CH···O hydrogen bond in C~2~H~2~···H~2~O is −2.72 kcal/mol, and it is increased by 22% when methanol acts as an electron donor.^[@ref47]^ This indicates that the methyl substitution has a larger effect on the triel bond.

The covalent property of the Tr···N/O triel bond has been characterized according to the sign of both Laplacian and energy density. To confirm this property, the Wiberg bond index (WBI) of the Tr···N/O triel bond is obtained in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}. This index is larger than 0.5 in BR~3~···N complexes except BF~3~···N~sp~, and thus, the B···N triel bond has a partially covalent interaction in the former complex, which is consistent with the positive Laplacian and negative energy density. The B···O triel bond has the smaller WBI than the B···N analogue. For the Al···N triel bond, its WBI value is about 0.2--0.3. However, the corresponding energy density is negative in AlR~3~···N~sp^2^~ and AlR~3~···N~sp^3^~ but positive in AlR~3~···N~sp~. Thus, it should be cautious in characterizing the covalent nature of a triel bond purely by means of topological parameters.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

The triel-bonded complexes formed between TrR~3~ (Tr = B and Al; R = H, F, Cl, and Br) and several N-bases and O-bases have been explored. For the complexes of CH~2~NH and H~2~CO, there is also a H···R secondary interaction. The interaction energy varies in a wide range between −1 and −54 kcal/mol. Thus, the triel bond is strong in most complexes except some complexes with CO oxygen as the electron donor. The interaction energy is dependent on the N and O hybridization. It becomes more negative in the sp \< sp^2^ \< sp^3^ order for the O-base and sp \< sp^3^ \< sp^2^ for the N-base. The hybridization effect is also related to the nature of Tr and R of TrR~3~. For the same type of hybridization, the N-base engages in a stronger triel bond than the O-base. The hybridization with less electronegativity would strengthen the covalent property of the triel bond with more negative energy density. Although the CO oxygen is not a good electron donor in the triel bond, its carbon atom forms a stronger triel bond and the interaction energy is even −37 kcal/mol in the BH~3~ complex.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394?goto=supporting-info).MEP maps of TrR~3~, correlation between the R--Tr···N/O angle and Tr···N/O distance, NCI diagrams of CH~2~NH and H~2~CO complexes, relationship of binding energy and interaction energy, interaction energy in the TrBr~3~ complexes, topological parameters at the H···R, and Cartesian coordinates of complexes ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c03394/suppl_file/ao0c03394_si_001.pdf))
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